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ABSTRACT
Functional Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS) has shown promise
for being potentially more suitable (than e.g. EEG) for brain-based
Human Computer Interaction (HCI). While some machine learn-
ing approaches have been used in prior HCI work, this paper ex-
plores different approaches and configurations for classifying Men-
tal Workload (MWL) from a continuous HCI task, to identify and
understand potential limitations and data processing decisions. In
particular, we investigate three overall approaches: a logistic regres-
sion method, a supervised shallow method (SVM), and a supervised
deep learning method (CNN). We examine personalised and gen-
eralised models, as well as consider different features and ways of
labelling the data. Our initial explorations show that generalised
models can perform as well as personalised ones and that deep
learning can be a suitable approach for medium size datasets. To
provide additional practical advice for future brain-computer in-
teraction systems, we conclude by discussing the limitations and
data-preparation needs of different machine learning approaches.
We also make recommendations for avenues of future work that
are most promising for the machine learning of fNIRS data.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Interaction paradigms; •
Computing methodologies → Machine learning.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Assessing mental workload in users is a long established concern
and well evaluated concept in HCI and human factors, especially
in safety critical domains like air traffic control [38]. Past work
developed and relied on self-reporting methods like NASA-TLX
[18], which can retrospectively judge the workload involved in a
task. One of the longstanding goals for the future is that technology
will be able to reliably identify people that are at risk of becoming
overloaded, and automatically adjust their task demand accordingly.
So far, existing research into workload estimation has focused on
more established physiological sensors such as eye-tracking de-
vices or EEG. More recently, functional Near-Infrared Spectroscopy
(fNIRS) has shown promise as an alternative technique for measur-
ing brain activity in HCI [1, 24, 27, 41, 48], because measures of
blood oxygenation are more tolerant of physical movement than
electrical activity in the brain measured by EEG, whilst still being
just as portable [25, 42]. fNIRS, however, has received less attention
in terms of MWL classifications using machine learning and it is
not clear that established approaches for other brain data will work
for fNIRS data.

While some examples of prior work use machine learning to
classify mental workload levels from fNIRS data [1, 48], they typ-
ically provide very little information about the machine learning
models, and do not compare different approaches for generating
them. Here, we specifically explore three different approaches for
classifying mental workload from fNIRS data:

• Approach 1: a logistic regression model
• Approach 2: Support Vector Machines (SVM), a standard
supervised learning approach

• Approach 3: Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), a deep
learning approach

The first approach is a simple linear model, while the SVM and
the CNN are standard shallow and deep approaches in the literature.
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To support the use of fNIRS data in the future of brain-computer in-
teraction, we provide code samples for all of our processing pipeline
stages and machine learning techniques.

Our investigation is guided by these Research Questions:
RQ1 How should data be prepared and how should features be

selected for these approaches?
RQ2 How well do these approaches perform at classifying mental

workload?
RQ3 Do personalised models outperform generalised models for

fNIRS data?

2 RELATEDWORK
Mental workload is a well established concept based upon the
multiple resources model from human factors [47], where mental
workload levels increase significantly when a user has to cognitively
process large amounts of information within one modality (spatial
or verbal), and within the same stage of cognitive processing. A
user, for example, will struggle to hold two number sequences in
their head, but can scan a piece of text for a particular keyword
while rehearsing a single number sequence, or can do so while
processing spatial information. More broadly for HCI, Sharples &
Magaw [38] describe mental workload as “the relationship between
primary task performance and the resources demanded by the primary
task”, where task performance drops if a user has too little to do to
remain cognitively engaged in the task, or where task demand is
too high for the user to perform it at a suitable level of performance.
Similar concepts are captured within the cognitive load literature
[33], and this term is often used synonymously in publications (e.g.
[14, 17]).

Well established approaches to evaluating mental workload have
traditionally depended on subjective reporting. NASA TLX [18] is
perhaps the most established one for retrospectively assessing an
entire task for both mental and physical workload, where papers
vary on whether they report overall differences, or differences in
individual subscales like mental demand and effort. With more
desire for understanding the current mental workload that a user is
experiencing during a task, like when the workload is becoming too
much for an air traffic controller, the Instantaneous Self Assessment
(ISA) [9, 23] scale was developed to allow participants to quickly
report mental workload on a simple Likert scale. A recognised con-
sequence of this technique is that self-reporting mental workload
during a task can act as a secondary task that itself impedes the
performance of the primary task [45]. Consequently, much work
has focused on physiological measurements to estimate mental
workload.

2.1 Mental workload and physiological
measures

Many psycho-physiological changes have been observed to corre-
late with mental workload changes. An observable change, which
is sometimes built into eye-tracking products, is pupil dilation,
where dilation in a consistently lit environment is an indication of
increased mental workload [5, 21, 29]. Skin temperature changes
are also observable from a thermal camera, where Marinescu et al.
[28, 29] have shown that nose temperature often decreases with
increased mental workload. On the body, galvanic skin response

[11, 39, 40] and fluctuations in cardiac activity [7, 17, 31, 44] (mea-
sured from e.g. the wrist), have often been correlated with mental
workload changes.

A more direct approach, often used to estimate mental workload,
is to take measurements of brain activity. Electroencephalography
(EEG) is now a consumer-grade technology for estimating mental
workload [3], where changes in EEG data have been shown to corre-
late highly with working memory load, integration of information
and analytical reasoning [6]. The commercialisation of EEG has also
meant that very cheap EEG devices (<$200) can be easily integrated
into brain-computer interaction responsive systems [34, 36].

In the last decade, however, an increasing amount of research
has investigated the use of fNIRS in the field of HCI [25, 35, 42]
due to its better spatial resolution and tolerance to movements
than EEG, even though it has a slightly lower temporal resolution
[32]. fNIRS measures blood oxygenation levels, and is typically
applied to the prefrontal cortex due to the involvement of this
brain area in working memory [20]. Blood oxygenation change is a
reliable indicator of the prefrontal cortex activation which reflects
an increase in the amount of oxygenated haemoglobin (HbO) and
changes in the de-oxygenated haemoglobin (Hb). These changes
are affected by both a) the individuals underlying bodily blood
oxygenation levels (which may be higher for a healthier person, or
indeed for someone that is currently more alert), and b) the Blood
Oxygen Level-Dependent (BOLD) delay, where the body can take
2-6 seconds (varying across individuals) to fulfil oxygen demands
from the brain. This type of brain activation (oxygen in regions of
the brain) correlates to the activation observed in fMRI studies [12].
While not yet as commercialised as EEG, fNIRS devices can be fully
portable (via e.g. Bluetooth), and are worn in a similar way to non
invasive EEG sensors. This portability in addition to its tolerance
to movements thus makes fNIRS well suited for the evaluation of
real-world HCI tasks such as computer usage [26, 35, 42].

2.2 Machine learning of mental workload
Supervised learning is a subcategory of machine learning where
data is labelled with some measure of interest that we are trying to
estimate, and classification is a subcategory of supervised learning
where that label is a category. Typical approaches to workload
classification involve either two (low and high) or three classes
(low, medium, and high). We start by reviewing machine learning
models of physiological data, and then more specific examples as
applied to fNIRS data.

2.2.1 Machine learning with physiological data. Because it can be
computed using a camera and is thus less intrusive than most other
sensors, the most common set of features for mental workload
estimation is the position and dilation of the pupils. Zhang et al. [49]
used a decision tree classifier, with 2 classes (low and high), on
a vehicle driving task. They used summary statistics (mean and
standard deviation) on gaze data (pupil diameter, detection of the
direction of gaze) as well as driving data, e.g. velocity, lane position,
steering angle and acceleration and achieved significant results
using all features.

Marshall [30] compared neural networks with discriminant func-
tion models, and found that neural network models performed as
good or better in all cases on a binary classification task where
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the classes are relaxed/engaged. Haapalainen et al. [17] used a
naive Bayes classifier on a binary classification problem, mixing a
variety of sensors in order to determine their relative usefulness:
eye-tracker (eye movement and change in pupil size), ECG arm-
band (used to collect galvanic skin response (GSR), heat flux (rate
of heat transfer) and median absolute deviation (MAD - measure of
variability) of the ECG), EEG headset (EEG signal converted into
two mental state outputs, attention and meditation), HR monitor
(HR and HRV). Chen and Epps [10] used eye-tracking data (pupil
size, blink number) to detect the level of mental workload during
a mental arithmetic task. They labelled the amount of work on a
5 point scale, and then grouped those in either 2 classes (1 and 2
versus 4 and 5) or 3 classes (1 versus 4 versus 5) to generate different
classification tasks. They then used a Gaussian mixture model clas-
sifier to perform the classification. Solovey et al. [43] performed an
evaluation of multiple learning algorithms: decision trees, logistic
regression, 1-nearest neighbour, multilayer perceptron, and naive
Bayes using heart rate and heart rate variability as physiological
data as well as data extracted from the vehicle that was being driven.
Fridman et al. [14] compared a hidden Markov model with their
3D CNN model on a 3 class classification problem using a working
memory task.

2.2.2 Machine learning with fNRIS data. Comparatively little work
has been done on classifying mental workload using fNIRS data.
Early work used the task of counting the coloured faces of a
cube [15, 37] as a way to generate low, medium and high mental
workload, and then trained machine learning algorithms to per-
form multi-class classification. Firstly using a 3-nearest neighbours
approach [37], classification accuracy was then much improved
using a multilayer perceptron with a sliding window [15] which
brought the performance to the 41.15% - 69.7% range.

Because most of the existing research has focused on a batch
processing method, which is flawed for realistic applications of
mental workload estimation, later work then focused on bringing
this performance to a real-time setting. It was first done by Girouard
et al. [16] using an unspecified sequence classification algorithm
to categorise tasks in a 3-class classification problem. Afergan et
al. [1] used this approach to adapt the difficulty of a UAV piloting
task by estimating the mental workload associated with the current
reaction, and Yuksel et al. [48] used these estimations for a brain-
computer system enhancing piano learning, which enabled learners
to play faster and with a higher accuracy.

Our investigation below builds on this kind of prior work to
specifically investigate the value of different machine learning ap-
proaches with fNIRS data for the use in brain-computer interaction
applications.

3 MENTALWORKLOAD DATASET
In this paper we sought to investigate, compare, and release the
software for three alternative ways of analysing and classifying
various levels of mental workload based on the measurements com-
ing from fNIRS. We generated a dataset consisting of performance
data, subjective workload information, and physiological responses
during a controlled experiment. The study design, described below,
closely follows the study performed by Marinescu et al. [29].

3.1 Dataset task
A specific computer-based task was designed to impose different
levels of mental demands on participants. As shown in Figure 1,
the task consists of aiming at the target balls using a joystick, and
shooting them using a button on the joystick, before the balls reach
the yellow line; reaching the yellow line drags it down. The yellow
linemoved down the screenwith the lowest missed target, or moved
up the screen if all targets were destroyed. The position of the
joystick is indicated by a red circular cursor that turns green once
it is within range of the target. We preferred this task in favour of
a n-back task because it is a more naturalistic and continuous task
that allows us to easily model and understand the task demands
imposed on the individuals.

Figure 1: Study task of shooting red balloons

Participants played this task three times, each lasting approxi-
mately 10 minutes. As presented in Figure 2, demand increased and
decreased within each task. This demand was set by incrementally
increasing the number of targets from 3 to a maximum of 13 at the
mid-point of each round, then reducing the number of targets back
to 3. During Type 1, the participant had to shoot all red balls. To
increase Mental Workload, Type 2 involved shooting only the balls
with odd numbers on them regardless of the colour. Sample screen
recordings of the task are available online1.

3.2 Data collection protocol
Eleven students and staff from the University of Nottingham took
part in the study (6 men and 5women; mean age = 29 years; SD = 6.8;
range = 19-42). Each participant was invited to read the information
sheet and provide consent. They then played a training version of
the stimulus task until they became familiar with the rules and the
controls. After the training was finished, the physiological sensors
were placed upon the participants. When ready, participants per-
formed each condition with the corresponding stimulus task. Every
45 seconds during the tasks, the participant was asked to verbally
rate their level of mental workload using the Instantaneous Self-
Assessment (ISA) technique [22]. Participants were compensated
with a £20 voucher as remuneration for their time. This protocol
was approved by the Ethics Committee.

1T1 sample: https://goo.gl/uiimKg; T2 sample: https://goo.gl/2FVxA2

https://goo.gl/uiimKg
https://goo.gl/2FVxA2
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Figure 2: Variation in demand during study tasks

3.2.1 fNIRS measurements. Measures of brain activity were
recorded using an fNIRS300 device and the associated Cognitive
Optical Brain Imaging (COBI) Studio hardware integrated software
platform provided Biopac Systems Inc [4]. The headband shaped
device is a sixteen-channel transducer for continuous Near-Infrared
Spectroscopy (NIRS). The headband consists of four infrared (IR)
emitters operating on a range between 700 to 900 nm, and ten IR
detectors. See Figure 3 for how the headband is positioned. The
acquisition rate of the device is 2 Hz.

Figure 3: Sensor layout for the Biopac fNIRS used 2

3.2.2 ISA scores: category labels. To capture subjective workload
information, participants were surveyed during the tasks on a reg-
ular interval of 45 seconds using the 5-point ISA scale. The mean
ISA score levels were then split within a number of classes in order
to label the fNIRS data for: 2 classes (high and low), and 3 classes
(high, medium and low). In order to translate this information from
a 5-point score into a 2, respectively 3 levels of workload we had
to split the data such that we keep a balanced number of labels in
each class. Figure 4 illustrates how scores were split.

3.2.3 Data exclusions. Due to the limitations of the equipment
(one headband does not fit all) some pieces of data are missing
or is heavily corrupted with noise. Therefore, the data from two
participants (p01 and p10) was excluded for certain analyses.

4 PRE-PROCESSING PIPELINE
In the following two sections, we present a software pipeline devel-
oped to pre-process, process, analyse and classify mental workload
from fNIRS data (code is made available online3). This section de-
scribes our pre-processing pipeline necessary for preparing the
data for classification.
2Image by Hyosun Kwon
3https://gitlab.com/HanBnrd/fnirs-learning

Figure 4: 5-point ISA score split into a 2 (high and low), re-
spectively 3 classes (high, medium and low) of workload

1 - Modified Beer-Lambert Law (MBLL). Using a typical fNIRS
sensor, an important pre-processing step is needed in order to
transform raw data from the device into oxygenated (oxy-Hb) and
deoxygenated (deoxy-Hb) haemoglobin levels using the Modified
Beer-Lambert Law (MBLL) [46]. Thereafter, filtering algorithms
remove high-frequency noise, and physiological artefacts such as
heartbeats and other motion related artefacts. These steps are usu-
ally performed by the recording software that comeswith the sensor,
and the two resulting values are provided to use for real-time and
offline monitoring and analysis.

2 - Correlation Based Signal Improvement (CBSI). Cui et al. ad-
dresses the challenge of improving the signal quality in fNIRS data
and propose the CBSI Filter [13]. Designed for fNIRS in particu-
lar, this technique filters the signal from movement artefacts, even
those induced by head motion. Carefully studying how such arte-
facts affect the fNIRS measurements of oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb, the
two which are typically strongly negatively correlated, were found
to become more positively correlated in the presence of movement
artefacts. Therefore, the proposed method for filtering fNIRS signal
reduces noise based on the principle that the concentration changes
in oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb should be negatively correlated [13]. In
practice, the filtering function takes as input the oxy-Hb and deoxy-
Hb measurements and provides a resulting measure (that we simply
call CBSI) that indicates changes in activity over the targeted region
of the brain. This filter is useful for both real-time and offline use.

3 - Resulting CBSI data. Based on the CBSI filtering technique,
Figure 6 shows the strong link between the resulting fNIRS data
and the workload experienced by participants, where stronger cor-
relations were observed on different channels. We correlated each
channel of the resulting CBSI filtered data with the Mean ISA scores
of participants subjective workload reports. Further, we normalised
the ISA scores and normalised and averaged the fNIRS data such
that they are comparable, and Figure 5 shows the strong connection
between the two.

4 - Normalising the resulting data. Because fNIRS is a relative
rather than absolute measure, it is typically used in a within-
participants study design, therefore, ideally comparing different
study conditions on a single-continuous recorded session. That

https://gitlab.com/HanBnrd/fnirs-learning
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Figure 5: fNIRS refined workload measure vs ISA subjective workload technique with correlation coefficient
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Figure 6: Correlation table of ISA subjective workload and
fNIRS workload measure per channel and participant

means there are certain limitations when comes to using fNIRS to
compare between participants, or when comes to multiple record-
ings lets say over multiple days.

One straight forward way to overcome this limitation is to nor-
malise the fNIRS data, such that at any point the fNIRS measure-
ments are relative to the previous measurements and states, and
will always vary in the range of 0 and 1. This technique can be
useful in both, offline and real time scenarios, and we have imple-
mented a version using Python, available in the links provided with
this paper.

5 LEARNING APPROACHES AND RESULTS
Three approaches to detect user workload levels are presented. An
approach to classify workload levels using a logistic regression
model, and two machine learning techniques are detailed, each
being representative of the state of the art in their specific category
- Support Vector Machines (SVM), for shallow classifiers, and Con-
volutional Neural Networks (CNN), which are a category of deep
neural networks. Across our three approaches, we also consider
two techniques based on: personalised and generalised learning.

Personalised learning. These techniques build a model that is
specific to one person. Their main advantage is that personalised
models are usually better able to perform predictions on the person

they were learned on. Their main drawback, however, is that they
need to be trained for every new participant, requiring to gather
enough data before being able to classify mental workload. Our
analysis achieves this by learning on the two first tasks and tests
are made on the remaining one, for each participant.

Generalised learning. Generalised learning refers to machine
learning techniques used to build a model over a population. Its
main advantage is to be able to generalise from multiple users in
order to be usable for a new user without any new data to train
on. Its main drawback is that unless given enough data, it tends
to perform generally worse than a personalised model for a user.
In our analysis, the training of generalised models was done by
holding out data from one participant for testing and the remaining
for learning. We repeated the process through to test the data from
all the participants, this way performing k-fold cross validation.

5.1 Approach 1: logistic regression
The first proposed method classifies mental workload levels based
on a logistic regression for ordinal responses model that is trained
with the labelled normalised CBSI filtered fNIRS data. Logistic re-
gression is a type of classification algorithm usedwhen the response
variable is categorical. Logistic regression uses a maximum like-
lihood estimation to determine the regression coefficients of the
linear model. The sigmoid function is used to output the probability
of a predictor variable belonging to one of the classes, in our case
one of the levels of subjective workload. This approach was chosen
to demonstrate the classification results that can be obtained by
using a simple approach.

5.1.1 Data and feature selection. Both, the personalised and gener-
alised logistic regression models use the same input features. They
consisted of the mean CBSI values during each of the task blocks.

5.1.2 Results. A personalised model was trained for each partici-
pant on the first two tasks and tested on the third. Table 1 shows
the accuracy of the prediction made by the model on new data from
the third task. In the same way, a generalised model was trained on
the data from all participants except for one that it was tested on.
This process was repeated for each participant and table 2 shows
the resulting accuracy.
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Table 1: Personalised logistic regression using normalised
fNIRS data: classification accuracy

Participant 2 classes 3 classes

p02 69.23 % 61.53 %
p03 46.15 % 30.76 %
p04 84.61 % 46.15 %
p05 69.23 % 38.46 %
p06 76.92 % 61.53 %
p07 76.92 % 53.84 %
p08 92.30 % 46.15 %
p09 76.92 % 46.15 %
p11 84.61% 30.76 %
Average 75.21 % 46.15 %

Table 2: Generalised logistic regression using normalised
fNIRS data: classification accuracy. Training on 8 partici-
pants testing on 1.

Test on 2 classes 3 classes

p02 69.23 % 53.85 %
p03 61.54 % 43.59 %
p04 71.79 % 56.41 %
p05 66.67 % 33.33 %
p06 74.36 % 51.28 %
p07 74.36 % 66.67 %
p08 71.79 % 58.97 %
p09 69.23 % 56.41 %
p11 53.85 % 38.46 %
Average 68.09 % 50.99 %

5.2 Approach 2: support vector machines
Support Vector Machines [19] (SVMs) are maximal margin clas-
sifiers. They work by finding a hyperplane that can accurately
separate the data while simultaneously maximising the distance of
this hyperplane from each of the data points which are closest to it.
SVMs then progressed with the introduction of the kernel trick [8],
which consists in replacing the dot product part of the optimisation
process by simple functions defined on pairs of input patterns.

They achieve a high generalisation power by introducing a slack
variable in the optimisation process which allows the SVM to toler-
ate some misclassification if it results in a significantly smoother
hyperplane. That trade-off is controlled by a regularisation param-
eter which can be manually tuned to each problem. In the context
of our experiments, this parameter was fixed and not optimised.

5.2.1 Data and feature selection. Both, the personalised and gener-
alised SVMs use the following features:

• CBSI mean, by averaging the values for each set of four
connected channels as per figure 3. This results in a vector
of four means, where the first value corresponds to the mean
of channels 1, 2, 3 and 4, the second value to channels 5, 6, 7

Table 3: Personalised SVM (linear kernel): classification ac-
curacy. Training on 2 tasks testing on 1.

Participant 2 classes 3 classes

p02 58.70 % 46.57 %
p03 66.67 % 41.20 %
p04 81.94 % 47.50 %
p05 81.57 % 45.46 %
p06 66.02 % 45.65 %
p07 81.57 % 43.61 %
p08 72.04 % 55.65 %
p09 73.33 % 64.81 %
p11 73.43 % 46.57 %
Average 72.81 % 48.56 %

and 8, and so on. This correspond for the whole headset to 4
values per time sample.

• CBSI standard deviation, by taking the standard deviation
calculated similarly to the previous feature, corresponding
again to 4 values.

• CBSI gradient, computed as the slope of the linear regres-
sion on the 5 previous seconds of each CBSImean, as describe
above, which yet again corresponds to 4 values.

The mean is used to lessen noise that can be present in some chan-
nels and the standard deviation enables to still keep information
about variability between the averaged channels. Those features
enable to create a training set of size 2160x12, respectively 25920x12
for the personalised, respectively generalised learning and a test-
ing set of size 1080x12, respectively 3240x12 for the personalised,
respectively generalised learning. The labels used for classification
are those described in figure 4. The learning dataset was shuffled
before training each model.

5.2.2 Results. Table 3 shows the SVM accuracy for two classes
(high, low workload) and three classes (high, medium, low work-
load) using a linear kernel with personalised learning on each
participant. The k-fold cross-validation average accuracy is 72.81 %
for 2 classes and 48.56 % for 3 classes.

Table 4 on the other hand shows the SVM accuracy for two
classes and three classes using a linear kernel with generalised learn-
ing. The k-fold cross-validation average accuracy is here 71.27 %
for 2 classes and 53.90 % for 3 classes.

5.3 Approach 3: convolutional neural network
Neural networks are a function approximator built from the suc-
cession of layers of computational units (neurons) where each unit
is connected to every unit from the previous layer, and produces
an output from the non-linear transformation to the weighted sum
of the outputs of the units in the previous layer, weighted by the
strength of their respective connection to the unit. This layering
produces an incremental transformation of the data until a linear
classifier (typically a logistic regression) is run on the output of the
last layer, producing a prediction. A neural network is fully differ-
entiable, and therefore the training process occurs by modifying
the weights of the connections between units using the gradient of
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Table 4: Generalised SVM (linear kernel): classification accu-
racy. Training on 8 participants testing on 1.

Test on 2 classes 3 classes

p02 75.15 % 54.38 %
p03 51.57 % 29.07 %
p04 77.78 % 59.32 %
p05 66.60 % 44.57 %
p06 67.59 % 52.41 %
p07 76.36 % 63.73 %
p08 76.70 % 61.76 %
p09 68.18 % 59.26 %
p11 81.54 % 60.68 %
Average 71.27 % 53.90 %

the error produced from the prediction with respect to the current
weight of the connection. The process of computing the gradient of
the error with respect to each weight, starting from the last layer
and going backwards toward the first layer, is called backpropaga-
tion.

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are deep neural net-
works containing one or more convolutional layers. Convolutional
layers are layers with specific space-invariant property which
makes them useful in analysing raw data such as sensor data and
images.

As this type of neural network typically requires large amounts
of data, we here describe only generalised learning, enabling to
perform training on multiple participants.

5.3.1 Data and feature selection. The CNN uses the following fea-
tures:

• CBSI mean, by averaging the values for each set of four
connected channels as per figure 3. This results in a vector
of four means per time sample as described for the SVM
approach.

• CBSI standard deviation, by taking the standard deviation
calculated similarly to the previous feature, corresponding
again to 4 values per time sample.

Computing the CBSI mean and standard deviation enables us to
filter through and remove data channels that are too noisy while
keeping the same data matrix for every input (see Figure 6). Inputs
of 10 sec (20 time points) of those features were used for the model
with a 9 sec overlapping. No overlap was made between inputs
from different classes. This creates training inputs of size 2x20x4
corresponding to [average and standard deviation] x [10sec of 2Hz
data] x [spatial locations of averages and standard deviations]. This
shape enables to perform convolutions more easily across time
and space. In order to show the evolution of the performance with
data increase we used respectively 4, 6 and 8 participants to train
the model, corresponding to respectively 51844, 7776 and 10368
inputs. Testing was made on one participant corresponding to 1296
inputs. Again, the labels used for classification are those described
in figure 4.

Table 5: CNN k-fold cross-validation average accuracy with
increasing number of data. Training on n-1 participants test-
ing on 1 (with n number of participants in the dataset).

Number of Accuracy Accuracy
Dataset size training data 2 classes 3 classes

5 participants 5184 67.52 % 42.61 %
7 participants 7776 71.76 % 42.68 %
9 participants 10368 72.77 % 49.53 %

5.3.2 CNN architecture. The model architecture is described in
figure 7. The CNN is composed of two convolutions (one across
time and channels, the other across time only), each followed by
max-pooling down sampling. Those convolutions are then followed
by a fully connected layer with a ReLU activation function, which
is then fed into another smaller fully connected layer. The output
of that final layer is passed through a Log-Softmax normalisation
in order to produce a vector of class probabilities, which is used to
compute the cross-entropy error and perform the training by back-
propagation. The learning rate was set to 0.001 and the momentum
to 0.8.

5.3.3 Results. In the same training configuration as the other ap-
proaches for generalised learning (train on 8 participants test on
1), the CNN performed quite well with a k-fold cross-validation
average accuracy of 72.77 % for 2 classes and 49.53 % for 3 classes.

In Table 5 we present the results from the CNN with an increas-
ing size of the training dataset. Even though it appears that an
increasing the train set size may improve the model performance,
no statistical test could highlight any correlation between the num-
ber of training samples and the accuracy with a confidence level of
5 %.

5.4 Approach comparison
The models were compared using paired-sample Student t-tests
and the thresholds for significance levels were set at 5 %.

5.4.1 Models based on personalised learning. When it comes to
the models based on personalised learning we could only compare
between the logistic regression and the SVM approaches as CNN
could only be trained using generalised learning. Table 6 shows how
the logistic regression and the SVM performed quite similarly with
respectively 75.21 % and 75.81 % of k-fold cross-validation average
accuracy for 2 classes. Those accuracies were respectively 46.15
% and 48.56 % for 3 classes. No statistically significant differences
were shown between those two approaches either for 2 or 3 classes.

5.4.2 Models based on generalised learning. Models based on gen-
eralised learning allowed all of the investigated techniques to be
compared. As shown in table 6 the best performances were achieved
by the CNN and the SVM for 2 classes with k-fold cross-validation
average accuracies of respectively 72.77 % and 71.27 %. Even though
no significance is shown, it appears that the CNN outperforms the
logistic regression (68.09 % accuracy) with a p-value of 0.0967. For
3 classes the highest accuracy is achieved by the SVM with 53.90 %
which appears to be better than the CNN with a p-value of 0.0758.
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Figure 7: CNN architecture for 2 and 3 classes classification

Table 6: k-fold cross-validation average accuracies for each
approaches to classify mental workload levels based on gen-
eralised (training on 8 participants, testing on one) and per-
sonalised learning

Classes Approach Personalised Generalised

Logistic regression 75.21 % 68.09 %
2 classes SVM 72.81 % 71.27 %

CNN N/A 72.77 %
Logistic regression 46.15 % 50.99 %

3 classes SVM 48.56 % 53.90 %
CNN N/A 49.53 %

5.4.3 Personalised vs. generalised learning. Wilcoxon tests were
performed to evaluate the difference between personalised and
generalised learning for logistic regression and SVM. No statisti-
cal differences were found for 2 and 3 classes, which means that
generalised models perform similarly to personalised ones.

6 DISCUSSIONS AND PRACTICAL ADVICE
We begin our discussion by explaining feature selection and ad-
dressing the research questions, before addressing practical consid-
erations for using these approaches for different situations.

6.1 Data preparation and feature selection
RQ1 aimed at finding how the data should be prepared and features
selected for each approach. The first step of the pre-processing was
to apply a CBSI filtering in order to remove head motion artefacts.
However, some channels may be affected more severely by noise
for various reasons. For example, the brain scanner did not fit
every participant perfectly. Those noisy channels were removed
by visual inspection and this is why we decided to use the mean
signal between each 4 nearby channels, in order to have the same
input size for every participant and task. The standard deviation of
those same 4 nearby channels was also computed as it could reflect
differences between those channels that can be a good insight on
oxygenation differences across space. Those are the two features
that we decided to feed to the CNN as those kind of models have
the specificity to learn patterns by themselves. The SVM on the
other hand is more dependant on features that can lead to split data

into the different classes. We decided to introduce a third feature
which was the slope of the linear regression on 5 sec worth of
CBSI means. This feature is a good indicator of the evolution of
brain oxygenation across time which can give insight on the mental
workload. Indeed, an increase in mental workload will lead to a
an increase of oxygenated blood which can be highlighted by an
increase in the slope of the linear regression of CBSI means.

6.2 Model specificities
RQ2 was concerned the performance, here reflected by the accuracy,
of our approaches at classifying correctly mental workload into
different classes. Besides accuracy, several important factors have
to be kept in mind about the convenience of each model in real-
world use which links this second research question to RQ3 about
differences between personalized and generalized models. From
one perspective, an ideal candidate would be a model based on
generalised learning, such that it could be trained on a large dataset,
and then freely applied to new participants. This would mean that
no training period would be needed for each new participant which
is more convenient, and the results points toward the fact that
those generalised approaches can be suitable for mental workload
classification.

Below we discuss some of the practical advantages and disad-
vantages of each approach with further detail.

6.2.1 Logistic regression. The model based on a logistic regression
was a more simplistic approach to classifying workload levels. Ta-
ble 6 shows how this approach proved to perform in a close range
to the SVM for both personalised and generalised models. By order
of simplicity and speed to train, however, the logistic regression
model is the fastest of the three, making it a realistic candidate
for situations where quick starting, without much training data, is
desired.

6.2.2 SVM. The SVM approach especially stands out on 3 classes
classification with generalised learning as shown in table 6. The
dataset is substantial but not too large which enables the SVM to be
trained relatively quickly with a linear kernel, which makes it also
usable for personalised learning. In comparison to a CNN model,
SVM would work faster and with a smaller dataset. This model is
also more reliable and the training is less affected by randomness
than the CNN. One limiting factor of the SVM however is that it can
less easily learn temporal patterns if specific features enabling to
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relate them are not used. We tried to reflect this temporal evolution
by including the linear regression slope on the 5 previous seconds
but this doesn’t reflect more complex patterns that can be observed
with physiological data.

6.2.3 CNN. The CNN approach really stands out for 2 modali-
ties classification with generalised learning as shown in table 6. A
benefit of deep learning approaches like CNNs, is that they don’t
need a lot of specific features to develop their own understanding
of the data. There is significant scope, however, developing the
complexity of the CNN through the number of layers. So while
CNNs continue to show promise for eventually better models, they
require both complex development and large amounts of training
data. The choice of this specific deep learning model was oriented
by the fact that it could allow to make both spatial and temporal
convolution to find features from those two modalities that are
crucial for mental workload assessment with fNIRS data.

The main issue of this kind of deep learning approach is that it
is data hungry and gets better over time as it learns from thousands
of samples. Indeed, we are convinced that the CNN has a good
potential for classifying mental workload from fNIRS but would
benefit from larger datasets. In this study, we decided to use 10
sec input samples with a 9 sec overlap for two reasons. The first is
that overlapping enables to have more data and the second is that
it then makes the model predict mental workload every second,
which would be useful for real-time classification. The training set
size might also be the explanation for lower performance compared
to other models with 3 classes. Indeed, in this configuration, the
training is made on approximately a third of the training set for
each class (because of the way labels were made) instead of a half
for 2 classes. The fact that the dataset size is at the low end for CNN
requirements could also explain that no significant improvement
was found with the dataset size increase that we performed which
was at maximum with 8 training participants. Further analysis with
more participants would help justifying this assumption.

6.3 Other choices
6.3.1 ISA scores. Subjective techniques for assessing users’ mental
workload are useful ways to capture the subjective experiences of
participants experiencing various levels of work demands. In this
experiment we used the real-time, continuous ISA technique to
survey participants verbally, on a regular interval of 45 seconds,
about their perceived mental workload changes during the tasks.

We collected this information in order to be able to correctly
label participants fNIRS data with the corresponding low, medium
or high workload state. As subjective measures such as ISA rely
on the user’s ability to self-judge and report the state throughout
the task (which requires not only extra effort, but also skill and
potential training), we averaged and used all participants’ ISA scores
as labels for each participant fNIRS data. This was only possible as
all participants experienced the exact same level of task demands.

6.3.2 Normalising data. Normalising data was a stage of our pre-
processing pipeline, but its less practical to do this in real-time.
In real-time, normalisation can only occur by using max and min
values within a sliding window, rather than retrospectively with
the whole data sample.

6.4 Future work
There is a significant amount of scope for developing the complex-
ity and increasing the accuracy of machine learning classification
approaches for fNIRS, which might warrant a significant amount
of future research.

One, perhaps obvious, starting point would be to investigate
further the potential accuracy that a CNN could reach with larger
data samples. On the one hand, more work can be done to gather
larger fNIRS datasets in order to take full advantage of deep learning
models such as CNN. On the other hand, the model type as well as
the model structure can be further investigated in order to be less
data hungry and perform on-shot learning or few-shot learning.

Another consideration would be to investigate a universal back-
ground models approach, in which a long term generalised CNN is
developed and used as a starting point to reduce the training time
needed to produce a personalised model for each person. Similarly,
a transfer learning approach could be explored, in which different
archetype models are created to then be selected to best match each
user.

It is also important to note that our investigation was based upon
a primarily spatial task that invoked a certain kind of mental work-
load changes. Future research would benefit from investigating data
that is created from different forms of cognitive activity, that might
manifest in different ways in the prefrontal-cortex. Indeed, much
research into the use of fNIRS considers full-scalp measurements
that might benefit from observing concurrent changes in other
regions of the brain.

More broadly, both shallow and deep learning models typically
benefit from multiple data comparison points, and a large opportu-
nity exists to build stronger models that augment fNIRS data with
e.g. facial thermography or galvanic skin response data. Indeed,
previous work by Ahn et al. [2] integrate fNIRS and EEG in their
models to classify state of restfulness, and find that the multimodal
input significantly improve their accuracy.

Finally, in this paper we performed offline analysis which enabled
to benefit from CBSI filtering as well as normalisation. Future work
will aim at implementing and testing those models for real time
analysis. This will require to perform pre-processing on a sliding
window which duration will need to be investigated in order to still
have good performance while making predictions often enough to
be suitable for a real-time neuro-feedback.

7 CONCLUSIONS
While some sensor data solutions, such as step identification from
gyroscope data, are now relatively mature, the classification of men-
tal workload from brain data is still largely an unsolved problem.
Examples of SVMs have been used in related work, but little work
has evaluated the different machine learning approaches that will
work best for the task, especially adapting the features used to fit
the best specificities of each model. We considered three types of
models, including a) a logistic regression, b) a Support Vector Ma-
chine (SVM), and c) a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). While
a CNN would typically be expected to work better with large num-
bers of training samples, we accounted for this factor by restricting
its depth. We also considered personalised and generalised models
within these three approaches, given that fNIRS produces a relative
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measure of blood oxygenation that is widely reported as being sub-
ject to individual differences. Generalised models are practically
beneficial for removing the need to train personalised models for
each user, and our results show that such approach can achieve
good performance, especially when simply classifying between low
and high workload. There is vast opportunity, however, for future
research to investigate more advanced deep learning techniques
that generate better and more accurate generalisable models.
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